
20 Things to No

No unaligned elements No unecessary extra hues

No ultra-wide form controls

No form control inconsistency

No Font Awesome

No unlabelled icons

No mismatched icons & labels

No chart junk

No stock photos

No dark borders

Like body text, form controls have a natural max width. A 
number field with a single digit response need not be 
600px wide (watch: Form Controls)

Consistent heights, widths, colors, borders, radii, etc. as 
much as possible (watch: Form Controls)

You’re a designer; make your own icons. Or use a less 
overused, weirdly bubbly set – such as Material, Feather, 
or Entypo (watch: Icons)

Unless it’s universally recognized, don’t punish new users 
by failing to label your icons  (watch: Icons)

Icons should match other elements (including text) in 
weight, color, and general feel (watch: Icons)

Every pixel of charts and tables  must convey information 
and usability (watch: Data Visualizations)

Use high-quality, interesting imagery of real people 
(watch: Photography & Imagery)

Borders, outlines, and dividing rules should almost 
always be lighter than you first expect (watch: various)

No inconsistency (without a reason)

Don’t use the default Sketch shadows

No system fonts

No overused Google Fonts

No “fun” fonts

No thin or light weights

No colored text

No black text on colored backgrounds

No lines over 75 characters

No centered text
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Align or center every element with at least one other 
element (watch: Alignment)

If one hue is enough, don’t use two (watch: Adjustment)

Every element that deviates from its siblings must have a 
specific reason for doing so (watch: Consistency)

The default Sketch shadow is meant to be adjusted. 
Oblige it (watch: Lighting & Shadows)

There’s a time and a place – like when fast loading is 
necessary. Better to use the absolute top fonts out there 
(watch: Choosing Fonts)

Open Sans, Lato, and Raleway, I’m looking at you (watch: 
Choosing Fonts)

Instead, use fonts with fun details that amplify the brand 
you’re trying to convey (watch: Choosing Fonts)

Save those for later. Bold weights are far easier to make 
look great (watch: Styling Text)

Stick to dark grays with low saturation (watch: Styling 
Text)

Use white text on dark colored backgrounds. Use a 
darker variation of the color in question on light colored 
backgrounds (watch: Secondary Colors)

Paste in the alphabet 3 times. There shouldn’t be room 
to spare (watch: Styling Text)

Except for titles or the shortest pieces of description text 
(watch: Styling Text)


